Southeast Asia Think Tank Network

A regional network of think tanks, policy experts, and practitioners dedicated to the advancement of pro-growth economic policy and democratic governance as solutions to local, national, and regional challenges. The facilitator of this network is the Center for International Private Enterprise (CIPE).

Capacity Building Through Collaboration:

- Provides platforms for discussion and peer-to-peer exchanges
- Enables collective action to impact policy and encourage dialogue at the regional level
- Promotes market-oriented reform and democratic governance
- Enhances collaboration and partnerships among think tanks

Activities:

- Peer-learning webinars for intra-regional collaboration
- Small grants for policy analysis and in-country advocacy
- Training workshops for technical assistance
- Externships for hands-on experiential learning
- Policy forums on regional trends and issues
Network Partner Countries

New Partner Initiatives and Policy Advocacy Projects

- Philippines: Public private dialogues to convene stakeholders on infrastructure deficit

- Indonesia: Advocating for the reform of regulatory barriers facing women migrant worker entrepreneurs
  Addressing protectionism issues in the agricultural sector through a corn market case study

- Malaysia: Assessing the impact of foreign investments on the local economy in Malaysia
  Educating citizens about the intersections between Islam and liberal democracy